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SALE

CODE: V001297
City: Vezzano
Address: Via Ai Vernisi 22

Type V 2br. apartment; V Attic; V Mansard

Price: 175.000,00 EUR

Expences:  EUR

FEATURES
Locals 3 Rooms 2 Bathrooms 2
Balconies Terraces Floor

Garage 1 Car places Total Floors 2
Year 2010 Renovated Level

SQUARE METERS
Commercial 75 Floor Area 63 Mansard

Balconies 15 Garage 18 Garden

Terrace Basement Cellar

CARD
Furniture: Not Furnished Garden: No

View: Mount View Heating: Underfloor Heating

Property New Kitchen: Open Kitchen

ACCESSORIES
Double Glazing, Armored door, Fireplace

DESCRIPTION
We are Fraveggio, a small fraction of Vezzano the country where the
headquarters of the newborn Municipality of Valleleghi. We are on the first
floor of a building completed in late 2011 which has only three units. We
cross a pedestrian gate and we climb an outside staircase leading to the
private balcony, where overlooks the entrance security door. Upon
entering, you find yourself in the living area, a large rectangle of 25 square
meters where on the left side there are visible the attacks  for the kitchen
and on the right side the project  expected the angle to the sofa, there is
the exit to the second balcony of the apartment. We are on the first floor
and last of the house and the main feature that catches the eye is
definitely the beautiful roof, start from a minimum height of 2.4 m up to
over 3.5 m and gives a sense to the attic airiness and space. Through a
sliding door, we come to the sleeping area, here the spaces are studied to
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centimeter just think that on a disengagement of 2.9 sqm overlook 4 doors,
those of the two baths and those of the two bedrooms.
It is not usual  find a double bathroom in an apartment with two rooms, in
this case we have one with bath and one with shower and both with
window, a traditional one and a roof window with motorized opening.
The two bedrooms, of which one double and one single, are not big, but
with a bit of attention in the choice of furniture can contain everything
needed, both have exit on the west facing balcony that overlooks the
gardens the surrounding houses.
The building has very few common parts, among them access to the
garages located in the basement, owned of the apartment  a very large
garage with a depth of 8 meters can accommodate two small cars.
The finishes are of good standard and include three Other independent
floor heating, security door, outer coat, roof windows with motorized
opening and being inhabited state little more than a year the apartment
and in excellent condition.
The country of Fraveggio is located about 700 meters from the main
square of Vezzano, the main town of the valley of the Lakes and offers
several services such as kindergarten, elementary school and middle
school, pharmacy, library, gym, supermarket etc. and it is very well
connected by bus with both Trento and Riva del Garda from which is
respectively 12 and 28 km.
VIRTUAL TOUR :
https://app.immoviewer.com/portal/tour/1112308?accessKey=5861


